TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
you have written a book and it is a flop, your sentence arrives by
instalments and you take it solitary-
When I was a schoolgirl between twelve and fourteen, dis-
illusioned by an unsuccessful home production of Charles II (I
wasn't too hot as Charles, but Nell Gwyn was worse; she should ,
have stuck to maths.), I had a brief and utterly different phase of
wanting to go into Parliament.   My signature tune was "tariff
reform!" and my leader Joe Chamberlain with his orchid and
lean querulous face.   I can remember a school debate where, as
they say, I carried all before me;  what I cannot understand is
why my opponent seemed to be putting up Lord Byron as a
rival ?   Memory must have got the slides mixed and one debate
superimposed on another.   I often wonder why I never followed
up this career?   In many ways it might have suited me better
tfrim what I have chosen.   "Now is the time for all good men to
come to the aid of the party"—That, after all, contains in one
swinging slogan the invitation that has never failed to stimulate
my spirit and reassure my soul, in direct contrast to the Waiferage
panic:   being left out, not asked to join, nobody-loves-me, a
superfluous one is one and all alone. Yet when I was in Hollywood
writing films in 1933,1 was stunned and incredulous when Captain
Reginald Berkeley suddenly said to me, on hearing a few of my
views on this and that:  "Then may I tell Herbert Samuel that
you're willing to stand in the Liberal Interest at the next by-
election?"   I stared at him, wondering if he could possibly be
serious, and if even for one moment in his mind I could be
connected so definitely and actively with that remote place called
Parliament?   The very jargon he used:  "By-election", "In the
Liberal Interest,. .'* yes, I suppose I was a Liberal; my father had
been, I know; and Joe Chamberlain; and the only political leader
in whose house I had ever stayed, that spell-binder of Bron-y-de,
David Lloyd George.   Why did I never at least set out on the road
that led to Westminster ?  I had the equipment, a brain good enough
to have earned my living by its exercise and be. keenly aware
Knnetimes (not always) of an almost physical pleasure in its
fuactioning power. Added to this, I was and am the sort of speaker
who can usually get the mood of an audience, whoever they are,
and make them listen, make them laugh, rtiake them like me.
Thist please, is honesty, not conceit; I am as sure of my capacity
here as I am sure of my incapacity to run any domestic and
mechanical aflrairs without dumsiness, hesitation and bad results,
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